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Reinsurers are losing ‘vast amounts of value’ due to lack of

data standards suggests new Supercede whitepaper
The reinsurance industry is missing out on the benefits of digital transformation while the
rest of the insurance industry surges ahead with modernisation, according to new research
published by Supercede, the fast-growth global reinsurance placement platform.

Supercede’s new whitepaper, ‘Reinsurance That Connects – why reinsurance needs a standardised
data platform’, combines the company’s own research with insights from leading reinsurance experts
across the market to assess the challenges posed by the lack of common data standards within the
industry.

“The volume of data that cedents and actuaries have to process is proliferating at breakneck speeds.
However, the industry is trying to manage 21st century data using 20th century processes that require
huge amounts of manual labour and are subject to human error. As a result, reinsurance businesses
are leaving a vast amount of value on the table,” writes Dr Paul Bassan, Supercede’s Chief Actuarial
Officer.

The whitepaper identifies the top risks posed by the lack of common data standards, including lack of
data integrity, increased risk exposure, opportunity costs and lost revenues, and even reputational
damage that could lead to restricted market access.

According to the industry experts who contributed to the paper, the top challenges of gathering and
processing data are caused by data volume, data complexity, and data completeness. The paper also
explores the significant potential benefits of applying a consistent approach for data entry and
validation for cedents, brokers, and reinsurers, which it claims would solve many of the current risks
and opportunity costs arising from poor quality data.

Beyond the immediate benefits of time saved and better contracts, the paper’s expert contributors
agreed that a more uniform approach to gathering and sharing data would act as a springboard for
innovation and collaboration that could transform the efficiency and profitability of the sector.

The whitepaper also examines the key obstacles the industry needs to overcome in order to make
common data standards a reality, including outdated legacy back-office systems, and the need for
increased cooperation between cedents, brokers, and reinsurers.

“Creating a data standard is no easy feat, but the rewards in doing so will be abundant,” said Ben Rose,
President and Co-founder of Supercede. “Whilst this poses a challenge for those in the reinsurance
ecosystem, it also presents an opportunity for change.”

The paper calls upon cedents, brokers, and reinsurers to join the conversation and start to work
together on making common data standards a priority for the industry.

Notes to editors follow…



About Supercede - www.supercede.com

Supercede, the provider of a global reinsurance placement platform built for dealmakers, manages the
complete placement lifecycle for the largest independent global network of reinsurance professionals,
representing over 90 reinsurance broking and underwriting firms, worldwide. It captures
actuarial-grade data with Supercede Analytics, and enables users to trade without cost on one intuitive
placement platform.

For cedents: previously, data preparation was a hugely complex and time-consuming process. Now
Supercede’s Analytics solution automates the creation of outwards reinsurance submission exhibits,
including the preparation and validation of data, premium estimates, rate changes, bordereau, loss
runs, and triangles, which they can then share selectively with brokers.

For brokers: currently, many brokers spend time on compiling data rather than doing the deal. With
Supercede they get clean and consistent outwards data from cedents to build data-rich, multi-layer risk
profiles with customisable, reinsurance-specific features that they can then share with selected
markets for quoting and binding, or distribute to a wider global marketplace of underwriters.

For reinsurers: historically, reinsurers had to wait for ‘friendly brokers’ to bring them the best business
and navigate multiple broker systems or an overflowing inbox to find submissions. Now they get access
to a world of new risks across multiple brokers in a single platform, with risks represented consistently
with the data needed to price at their fingertips.
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